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Foreword by Maneka Helleberg
Many of us are waking up on multiple levels and we see dissonance between
the picture that is being broadcasted by the media and the people in power,
and the picture we perceive with our own eyes. We are living in times in which
many of us believe we are approaching an era where we have to start relying
on each other again, where the society we believed in and trusted is turning
against and betraying its citizens.
I am hoping with all my heart that we don’t arrive at that point. Unfortunately,
however, we are watching our neighboring and other countries introducing
mandatory vaccinations, emergency pandemic laws that undermine our human
rights, and global agendas that openly declare their plans of creating a
totalitarian world order in the shape of Agenda 2030 and The Great Reset.
In the World freedom Alliance we want to share best practices from around the
world and guidance on how to survive in a world that is becoming more and
more insane and inhumane. We want to spread our message of hope that we
are there for each other, to support each other; that we are the 99 percent
that stand up for our fundamental rights and freedoms.
I don’t trust world leaders and neither do I trust a supernatural savior; I trust
myself, I trust you and other awake people with heart, soul and common sense,
who dare to stand up, speak out and take responsibility in difficult times such
as these.
My motto is that Love conquers all, and by that, I mean genuine love, the Love
we hold for our children, the kind of love that can make mountains move or
shake people in power through the strength of the masses unified in love,
rejecting corruption and the abuse of power. The kind of love I am talking
about is the strongest power that I know of. When you are rooted in that love,
you can do anything and when we unite in a powerful movement, nothing can
stop us.
Omnia Vincit Amor – Love Conquers All
Maneka Helleberg, Chairman World Freedom Alliance

--------------------------------------------------------------------

World Freedom Alliance
The World Freedom Alliance aims to facilitate an open
platform to promote Freedom in all its forms Worldwide and
to unite people around the world, and to provide
information and share best practice between countries. We
aim to ensure our cherished fundamental Freedoms, as
outlined in the WFA Charter, are restored and maintained.
Together, we can unite in strength, to promote Freedom,
inspire Courage and give Hope in these times, please join us!

World Charter of Freedom
Freedom of speech
Freedom of assembly
Freedom of thought
Freedom of bodily integrity
Freedom to practice your Faith
Freedom from coercive and exploitative
credit systems

Nonviolent Activist Strategies
By Henna Maria, Police for Freedom, 18th March 2021
1. Realise that police have been largely conditioned to believe that
those who protest against government restrictions and
lockdowns are crazy, selfish people who endanger others. Our
job is to prove them wrong, by demonstrating through our actions
how peaceful, responsible, moral and intelligent we are.
2. We can communicate our message with reason, science,
compassion and patience. Shouting at the police, shaming them
or viewing them as our enemies will only cause further conflict
and hinder our movement.
3. Have a collective agreement on the activist code of conduct in
the manifestations, communicate amongst the group the values
that all promise to uphold, and the strategies for police
encounters. This will aid us in spotting possible implanted
provocateurs from our ranks.
4. Establish a team who is responsible for police liaison for any
event, before, during and after. Failure to communicate with the
police can lead to negative police interference and surprise
arrests.
5. Be transparent, in order to build trust, accountability and a long
term relationship with the local police. It is important that the
police know what are our intentions, what we are going to do in
our demonstrations and what is the urgent reason for us to
disobey the government mandates.
6. Film all actions to have clear evidence of the events.
If you see police approaching you in a hostile way:
• Stay together in large groups. Do not run away. Separating from
the group can expose you to singled out police attacks. Any
unpredicted panic fuelled movement from our part can lead to
fearful and unpredicted reaction from the police. Remember, the
police also feel fear.
• Sit down immediately together, sitting on top of your hands, with
your hands in prayer, or linking your arms together.
• Sing, pray or chant a peaceful message together to de-escalate
and calm the situation.
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